Please accept this written request for a public hearing to review the Highline Warren LLC permit application to increase their throughput of raw materials. I am a long time resident of Lindbergh Avenue in Silview and am a recently retired DHSS State of Delaware planner. I witness on a daily basis the truck and car traffic from the Highline Warren factory around the curve. This has been a long time problem since I purchased this home almost forty years ago. Not only is the factory traffic on the increase but the actual road the factory is on, Crowell Road, is rutted, narrow and trash filled. There is no relationship between the business and the local neighborhoods that border on the factory. Lindbergh Avenue is also used by Amtrak cars and trucks, conducting Amtrak business. My concern is that a throughput of materials will result in an increase in business related traffic and may include night and weekend shift traffic that we presently don’t have. I appreciate that the level of emissions should not increase but still question the approval of this permit to increase a neighborhood nuisance. In addition to more traffic, I am also concerned about the majority of trucks and employees in cars that go above the speed limit of 25 mph. New Castle County police have been called many times to try and address this issue, to no avail. Also, trucks get stuck when the streets are snow covered since the factory does not do snow removal and big trucks often back up on our street since two trucks cannot pass, since the street is too narrow. I think there are enough issues to warrant a public hearing and I respectfully join the many neighbors who are requesting one. Thank you. Carol Barnett, 207 Lindbergh Avenue, Wilmington, DE 19804. Cell phone 302-932-7491.